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Abstract10

We derive and analyse a model with unusual features characterising human activities over the11

long-run. First, human population dynamics draw heavily on consumer-resource modelling in12

ecology in that humans must consume biological resources to produce new humans. Second,13

the model also draws heavily from economic growth theory in that humans do not simply14

consume biological resources; they also produce the resources they consume. Finally, humans15

use two types of technology. Consumption technology affects the rate at which humans can16

extract resources. Production technology controls how effectively humans convert labour into17

new resources. The dynamics of both types of technology are subject to cumulative cultural18

evolutionary processes that allow both technological progress and regress. The resulting model19

exhibits a wide range of dynamical regimes. That said, the system is routinely sensitive to initial20

conditions, with wildly different outcomes given the same parameter values. Moreover, the21

system exhibits a basic fragility in the sense that human activities often lead to the endogenous22

extinction of the human species. This can happen gently, or it can follow periods of explosive23

human activity with super-exponential growth that ends in collapse.24

1 Introduction25

Imagine an evolutionary ecological system with a consumer species having the following char-26

acteristics. The consumers are smart, but not overly so [1]. They do, however, have an unusual27

talent for social learning [2]. They are also slowly developing cooperative breeders with cog-28

nitive and motivational psychologies that amplify the effects of being good at social learning.29

Specifically, they are highly cooperative, motivated to learn from and teach others [3], and prone30

to imitate even when they do not understand exactly how and why the behaviours they imitate31

are useful [4, 5]. Finally, cooperative breeding [6] helps support the costly drawn-out childhood32

consumers need to acquire the skills, norms, and principles they must learn from others in order33

to become productive adults.34

Humans are, of course, a consumer species with exactly these characteristics. As a result,35

human populations function as collective systems for generating, disseminating, and storing36

knowledge. Each individual contributes a small addition to the accumulating whole, while37

aggregate knowledge can reach levels far beyond what any individual could produce or master38

on her own [7–11]. Social learning, in short, allows the population to retain the past insights of39

others while individuals build on these insights little by little. The result is cumulative cultural40

evolution. First come traditional varieties of corn, rice, wheat, and potatoes. Then come modern41
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high-yield varieties built on decades of scientific research. First comes geometry, then topology.42

First Art Tatum, then Keith Jarrett.43

A key question is, Does this process lead to a sustainable outcome? Humans show an extreme44

and undeniable ability to shape our environment and construct our ecological niches [12, 13].45

But do we know where we are headed, and if so do we have the wherewithal to plan accordingly?46

With respect to the latter question, even in terms of basic psychology, the answer may be no.47

Humans have inconsistent preferences through time, and we struggle to control ourselves as a48

result [14, 15]. However cooperative we may be, we are also happy to make decisions that seem49

desirable now but will seem stupid when the future becomes the present. Today’s choices readily50

become tomorrow’s regrets. This problem can only get worse if we consider the costs we impose51

not on our future selves, but on future generations of other people and other species.52

With respect to whether we know where we are headed, the answer may also be no. Human53

economies are embedded in evolutionary ecological systems, and such systems frequently gener-54

ate complex dynamics [16, 17, Lenton and Scheffer, Lima et al. in this volume] even without the55

added complexity of a long-lived cooperatively breeding social learner. The ecological future is56

often hard to see. We can readily understand that a car is more convenient for getting around57

than a horse. Anticipating the many mechanisms feeding into anthropogenic climate change is58

not so easy [18–21]. We can readily comprehend that a modern variety of wheat yields more food59

than a traditional variety. Anticipating the loss of crop diversity as farmers abandon traditional60

varieties, with associated risks to our food supply, is not so easy [22].61

Nonetheless, the past clearly suggests that we should not underestimate the power of cumu-62

lative cultural evolution. Aside from everything else, cultural evolution may yet help us predict,63

understand, and respond to where we are going. This is the point of departure for the present64

paper. As suggested above, we develop and analyse a model of consumer-resource dynamics65

in which the consumer has an unusual talent for social learning. Our task is to examine how66

this talent might shape the dynamics of human economies, including resource dynamics, the67

dynamics of different types of technology, and the dynamics of the human population itself.68

The model rests on two core ideas that link human population dynamics, resource dynamics,69

and the intense productivity gains that follow from cumulative cultural evolution. First, humans70

do not simply consume the biological resources on which they depend; humans also produce71

the biological resources they consume. A golden field of wheat, ready for harvest, represents72

an important food source for humans. It also represents an environment that humans have73

heavily modified to the advantage of the wheat and to the disadvantage of many species that74

might otherwise live there. Humans are, in effect, resource-producing consumers. They produce75
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wheat only to consume it. The same is true, of course, for Alpine pastures, the corn fields of76

Oaxaca, Cretan olive orchards, and the rice terraces of Luzon. Until the Holocene, our hunter-77

gatherer ancestors were pure consumers. During the Holocene, we also became producers. As78

domestication has proceeded apace, we have invested heavily in a few species while more or less79

ignoring many others we also depend on [23, Richerson et al. in this volume].80

Second, the technologies humans use both to produce and consume resources are subject to81

cumulative cultural evolution, and associated cultural evolutionary processes can lead to either82

the loss or gain of technology [11]. In particular, a given level of technology requires a certain83

collective investment to maintain. If the total investment in a technology, aggregated over the84

entire population, is sufficiently large, the population maintains or even adds to the level of85

technological sophistication [24, 25]. Otherwise, the level of technology should decline, as seems86

to have been the case in Tasmania before European contact [24, 26].87

We take both of these general ideas and adapt them to develop a model of consumer-resource88

dynamics in the tradition of theoretical ecology. Our model extends the classic predator-prey89

model of DeAngelis and coauthors [27] in numerous ways. In the classic model, the consumer90

allocates its time between various activities associated with acquiring prey and then consuming91

prey once acquired. We maintain this framework, but we extend the time allocation problem92

to include the production of the resource, the maintenance and development of technologies93

required to acquire and consume the resource, as well as the maintenance and development of94

technologies required to produce the resource (Supplementary Information, § 1).95

2 Key ideas, core limitations96

In 1971, Jay Forrester published World Dynamics [28]. The book included a model of the world97

that soon became the basis for one of the founding documents of environmentalism, namely The98

Limits to Growth [29]. Both books painted stark pictures of a future in which human population99

growth and consumption readily combine to reach and even temporarily surpass the unforgiving100

limits imposed by the global environment. The claim was that, without some fundamental101

change in the way humans reproduce and consume, this over-expansion happens all too soon,102

and collapse ensues.103

Many people pointed out that the models used in both books lack technological progress104

[30, 31]. Indeed, the first publication of Robert Boyd, one of the founders of gene-culture coevo-105

lutionary theory, addressed exactly this point [32]. Boyd simply added technological progress106

to Forrester’s model and arrived at relatively rosy predictions for the future. Boyd’s point107
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was not that technological progress will save us. Rather, he demonstrated the limits of such108

modelling efforts by showing that a given model of the world readily supports wildly different109

conclusions. Boyd distinguished between what he called the “Malthusian” perspective, which110

emphasises fixed environmental constraints, and the “technological-optimist” perspective, which111

emphasises technological progress and the impressive productivity gains that follow. He con-112

cluded that Forrester’s model cannot resolve this difference in perspectives precisely because113

model results are sensitive to whether one does or does not assume technological progress.114

Boyd’s distinction represents two traditions that have persisted in the intervening decades.115

Researchers in the Malthusian tradition have continued to focus on the fundamental limits116

our environments impose [33–35], while researchers in the technological-optimist tradition have117

maintained faith in the seemingly limitless potential of our collective ingenuity [36, 37]. In the118

present paper, we lean towards the latter perspective with a model that allows technological119

progress and human productive activities to relax environmental constraints with no fundamen-120

tal limit. In this sense, we consider a kind of best-case scenario for the future. Like Boyd, we121

do not mean to imply that technological progress will usher us gently towards such a scenario;122

we simply want to see what such progress might imply.123

We do, however, insist on two additional ideas, both of which appear in the schematic of our124

model in Fig. 1. First, we insist that technological progress concerns not just production, but125

also consumption. We have gotten better at producing resources, but we have a much longer126

history of improving our technologies to acquire and consume resources. Second, as technologies127

advance, they require an increasingly large aggregate investment to maintain the knowledge128

behind the technology. Otherwise, the population loses technological sophistication via drift-129

like processes [24, 25]. Populations may lose technologies for other reasons, but we focus on130

the aggregate investment relative to what the current technology requires. As we will see, with131

these additions in place, even a best-case scenario is not especially optimistic.132

Before we turn to the details of the model itself, we would like to discuss some of the core133

limitations of our approach. As mentioned above, the model includes two forms of technology,134

and each technology can either advance or decline based on the human population’s collective135

investment in the technology. We model this investment by extending the time allocation prob-136

lem central to many consumer-resource models in theoretical ecology [38]. Specifically, these137

models often start by assuming that individual consumers divide their time among multiple138

mutually exclusive activities like searching for resources, interacting with other consumers, and139

handling the resources they have already acquired [27]. We extend this approach by assuming140

that individual consumers can also devote time to maintaining and improving the consumption141
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Figure 1: Schematic of variables in the model (see (2) below) and their effects on each other.
K is the biological resource. L is the human population. T is the capacity of the environment
to support the resource at levels in excess of a system without humans. Put differently, T
measures environmental capacity that is specifically due to human productive activities. A is
the technology humans use to convert their own labour into consumption of the resource. M is
the technology humans use to convert their own labour into the environment’s capacity (T ) to
support the resource. The arrows show all feedbacks between variables. Specifically, the sign
shows the direction of the marginal effect of the variable at the root of an arrow on the growth of
the variable at the end of the arrow under the assumption that all variables and parameters are
positive. For example, the positive arrow from T to K indicates that ∂K̇/∂T > 0. Importantly,
the feedbacks from L to the two technologies are positive. This means, conditional on allocating
some time to each technology, a larger population represents a larger aggregate investment in
each technology. Thus, ∂Ȧ/∂L > 0, and ∂Ṁ/∂L > 0. One or both of the technologies, however,
may nonetheless regress (Ȧ < 0 or Ṁ < 0) if the aggregate investment is not sufficient to
maintain the technology at its current level, a possibility that seems to be central to cumulative
cultural evolutionary processes [24, 25].

technology or maintaining and improving the production technology.142

With this approach, we do not explicitly model social learning and the cultural evolutionary143

dynamics of technologies that result. Our approach to cumulative cultural evolution of tech-144

nologies is instead somewhat phenomenological; the only first principles involved are related to145

time allocation. People devote time to maintaining and developing a technology, and this affects146

whether the technology improves or worsens through time. Moreover, time allocation is param-147

eterised. Consumers cannot reallocate their time, as an example, by reducing the time they148

spend on the production technology and increasing the time they spend consuming resources.149
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Time allocation is exogenous and thus fixed. Alternative models could allow time allocation to150

be continually optimised or to change through time because of social learning and attendant151

cultural evolutionary dynamics. Such models are easy to imagine but probably hard to analyse.152

In addition, we treat the consumer population as homogeneous. For example, we can choose153

parameter values appropriate for an early Neolithic population. Most people engage in food154

production, and the average time allocated to resource production per consumer is thus rela-155

tively high. Alternatively, we can choose parameter values for a contemporary industrialised156

population. Most people do not produce food, and thus the average time allocated to re-157

source production per consumer is extremely low. The model readily accepts parameter values158

consistent with the averages in both of these scenarios. It ignores, however, the underlying159

heterogeneity responsible for the low average in the second scenario. In contemporary industrial160

societies, the average time allocated to food production is not low because everyone spends 10161

seconds a day farming. It is low, of course, because of the division of labour [Lenton and Scheffer162

in this volume]. Only a handful of farmers produce food for everyone, which in turn frees up163

capacity for other specialised forms of labour like those needed for armies, saxophone playing,164

and research in human evolutionary ecology. Because our model only works with time allocation165

averages, it is silent about the effects of such subtleties.166

Similarly, the conversion of consumed resources into new humans is also parameterised.167

Accordingly, we can choose parameter values representing a society in which people tend to have168

many children and invest little in each child, or we can choose values for a society in which people169

invest heavily in few children. Our model cannot capture an endogenous transition between170

these two regimes [39, Lima et al. in this volume]. All in all, we cannot pinpoint the joint effect171

of our model’s limitations, but identifying these limitations explicitly highlights our primary172

contribution. Namely, we examine a potentially unlimited system in which consumers use two173

distinct technologies to convert their labour into the production and consumption of resources,174

and both technologies are subject to cumulative cultural evolutionary processes. Again, even175

though the system has no fundamental limit, model results suggest that taking technological176

progress seriously does not necessarily lead one to an optimistic vision of the future.177

3 Model overview and simulation methodology178

To explain the key principles, we begin with a resource species, KD, that consumers, LD,179

both produce and consume (Supplementary Information, § 2). In the absence of consumption,180

resource dynamics are based on the logistic model. The carrying capacity, however, has both181
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an exogenous component and an endogenous component that depends on human production182

of the resource. Specifically, the carrying capacity is Kmax + TD. The quantity Kmax ∈ R++183

(i.e. {Kmax ∈ R |Kmax > 0}) is a parameter, and it specifies the carrying capacity of the184

environment for the resource species in the absence of production. TD is a state variable that185

summarises the effects of production. It has the same units as KD and Kmax, and we assume186

that TD ∈ R+ (i.e. {TD ∈ R |TD ≥ 0}). Thus, we limit attention to a world in which human187

activities can potentially increase the capacity of the environment to sustain the resource, but188

they cannot reduce this capacity below some exogenous lower limit, namely Kmax. Moreover,189

because TD is unbounded, the carrying capacity is variable and takes values in [Kmax,∞), and190

we can also think about cases in which TD → ∞. The lack of an upper bound, of course, is191

implausible, but this is what we mean when we say we consider a kind of best-case scenario in192

a system with no fundamental limit.193

The dynamics of TD depend on a production function with inputs consisting of both TD194

and effective human labour. Effective human labour is a summary measure of the work, so195

to speak, that goes into humans producing the resource. Effective human labour depends on196

the size of the human population, LD, the time allocated to production, and the technology,197

MD, used to transform human effort into the environment’s capacity to support the resource.198

MD ∈ R+ is thus a state variable and one of two technologies in the model. As the technology199

that supports biological production, it spans the cultural evolutionary history ranging from200

our very first attempts to modify environments in favour of the species we value to all the201

technologically-intensive processes that constitute modern agriculture.202

The other technology in the model is AD ∈ R+, which is also a state variable. Like MD, the203

variable AD represents technology in the sense that it controls how human effort is converted204

into something else. Whereas MD converts human effort into an environment that supports205

the growth of the resource, AD converts human effort into acquiring resources for consumption.206

AD, in short, captures the cultural evolutionary processes that range from simple wooden clubs207

to modern harvesting combines and the various industries that prepare and distribute our food208

around the world.209

Finally, we complete the model by specifying technology dynamics. For each of the two210

technologies, dynamics unfold according to the basic idea in Henrich’s discussion of the Tas-211

manian toolkit [24]. Namely, if human investment in technology is sufficiently high, technology212

progresses. If sufficiently low, technology regresses. We adapt this idea by incorporating it into213

the consumer’s time allocation problem (Supplementary Information, § 2) at the centre of our214

model and other models in theoretical ecology [38]. To see the intuition, let x1 be the total time215
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actually invested in maintaining and developing the consumption technology, aggregated over216

all humans, divided by the total time required to just maintain this technology at its current217

level, AD. With x1 defined, the function f1 : R+ −→ R maps x1 to the change in AD per unit218

of AD per unit of time,219

f1(x1) = δ1(−1 + xγ11 ). (1)

If no one invests any time in the technology, then x1 = 0, and AD declines exponentially based220

on δ1 ∈ R++. If the total time invested is exactly what is required, then x1 = 1, and the221

technology neither regresses nor progresses, f1(1) = 0. More broadly, if x1 < 1, technology222

regresses in the precise sense that the change in technology per unit technology per unit of time223

is negative. If x1 > 1, technology progresses in the opposite sense. We are silent about exactly224

how f1(x1) increases in x1. Although γ1 ∈ (0, 1) would be a natural assumption, we do not limit225

attention to these values and instead simply assume γ1 > 0.226

To complete the model of AD dynamics, we need to specify x1. As explained, x1 is the total227

time invested in the technology divided by the total time required to maintain the technology228

at its current level. The total time invested is derived from the time allocation problem for229

consumers (Supplementary Information, § 2). In other words, consumers divide their time230

between several different tasks, one of which is investing in the technology used to consume the231

resource.232

For the time required to maintain the technology, we assume (Supplementary Information,233

§ 2) this value is proportional to Aλ1D , where λ1 > 0. If λ1 < 1, the total time required to234

maintain AD is a concave function, and thus the average time required per unit of technology235

declines as technology progresses. If λ1 > 1, the total time required to maintain AD is a236

convex function, and thus the average time required per unit of technology rises as technology237

progresses. Although we do not repeat the logic for MD, the production technology, the logic238

behind MD dynamics is exactly parallel. That said, the relevant parameters and functions that239

control MD dynamics are independent of those that control AD dynamics. The only necessary240

link between the two technologies is that time invested in AD cannot be invested in MD and241

vice versa (Supplementary Information, § 2).242

The Supplementary Information (§ 2) presents the full derivation of the model. Following a243

dimensional analysis, the unit-free version of the model is the following, where we have dropped244

the “D” subscripts to indicate that all quantities are pure numbers without units (Fig. 1). For245
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Table 1: A summary of parameters in model (2). For each parameter, we provide an intu-
itive description of the parameter’s role in the model. We use the qualifier “intuitive” here
because all parameters listed are actually unit-free parameter combinations. Thus, their com-
plete and technically precise definitions are much more elaborate than these intuitive definitions
(Supplementary Information, § 2), but without much additional insight. All parameters are
non-negative, and in addition β ∈ [0, 1].

Unit-free parameter Intuitive description

θ Intrinsic growth of resource

σ Converts T into carrying capacity

χ Time handling acquired resources

η Time managing interspecific interactions

µ Converts acquired resources into new humans

β When producing T , controls the returns to T vs. ML

ξ Decay of T in absence of production

γ1 Controls how time allocated to A contributes to A

λ1 Controls the total time required to maintain A at current level

ψ Decay of A in the absence of investments

γ2 Controls how time allocated to M contributes to M

λ2 Controls the total time required to maintain M at current level

ω Decay of M in the absence of investments

the moment, we assume all parameters (Table 1) are strictly positive.246

K̇ =
θK (1 + σT −K)

1 + σT
− AKL

1 + χAK + ηL

L̇ =
µAKL

1 + χAK + ηL
− L

Ṫ = T β (ML)1−β − ξT

Ȧ = A1−λ1γ1Lγ1 − ψA

Ṁ = M1−λ2γ2Lγ2 − ωM

(2)

The system has two steady states that readily admit local stability analyses. The first of these247

steady states is
(
K̂, L̂, T̂ , Â, M̂

)
= (0, 0, 0, 0, 0), which is locally unstable (Supplementary Infor-248

mation, § 2). The second is
(
K̂, L̂, T̂ , Â, M̂

)
= (1, 0, 0, 0, 0), which is locally stable (Supplemen-249

tary Information, § 2). As explained below, the model often ends up converging to this latter250

state, after some period of human activity, and for this reason we will refer to this state below as251

the “post-human state”. Additional steady states exist, but they are not analytically tractable.252
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We now explain the simulations we used to make further headway.253

As a general strategy for managing further analyses of a quite complex model, we imple-254

mented the following protocol. We first defined a bounded region of parameter space (Supple-255

mentary Information, § 3) in which the bounds were minimally restrictive. We then randomly256

selected a point in this space and numerically estimated any associated steady states using the257

nleqslv package [40] in R [41]. For each steady state, we used the rootSolve package [42]258

to calculate the Jacobian matrix evaluated at the steady state, along with associated eigenval-259

ues. Finally, we randomly selected five initial conditions distributed around the steady state260

and numerically estimated the dynamics of the system using the deSolve package [43]. We261

repeated this exercise until we had reached 100 steady states. Because some combinations of262

parameter values yielded more than one steady state, the number of unique points in parameter263

space considered was not 100, but rather 69. Of the 100 steady states considered, only four of264

them were numerically estimated to be locally stable in the sense that the dominant eigenvalue265

was negative. We implemented the protocol described here for each of the 100 steady states,266

regardless of whether or not we estimated the steady state to be locally stable.267

We chose 100 steady states and five initial conditions per steady state in an effort to automate,268

at least to some extent, the simulation project given the practical challenges associated with269

numerically solving ordinary differential equations. In practical terms, programming a fully270

general routine that implements a differential equations solver across a wide range of conditions271

can be challenging. As parameter values and initial conditions vary, the numerical properties272

of the system vary, which means the challenges created for the solver also vary. As an intuitive273

illustration, imagine a system that grows exponentially versus one that takes a long time to274

converge to a steady state. If we naively ask the computer to simulate both systems under275

exactly the same conditions, we quickly discover one problem or another based on whether we276

choose a short time frame or a long time frame. Under a short time frame, the first system277

continues to take values small enough for the computer to handle, but the second system does278

not have time to converge. Under a long time frame, the second system has time to converge,279

but the first system eventually takes on values too large for the computer to handle. In our case,280

we found that 100 steady states and five initial conditions allowed us automate the process to281

some extent, although we still had to isolate and manually simulate the system for a few of our282

100 steady states. We include our R code for this exercise as supplementary materials, which283

would allow the interested reader to repeat the entire exercise with a new set of 100 steady284

states based on random points in parameter space.285
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4 Results286

The model supports five different types of steady state. In addition to the two discussed above,287

three other types of steady state exist. A simple inspection of system (2) shows that these288

additional steady states must involve positive values for L and A. Humans cannot exist without289

consumption technology, and consumption technology cannot persist without humans. Thus, a290

steady state with humans present implies that consumption technology is also present, and vice291

versa. The same is not true for production. Although production (T,M) cannot exist without292

humans, humans can exist without production precisely because the environment always has293

some exogenous potential to support the resource upon which humans depend.294

Accordingly, the three additional types of steady state all involve K̂ > 0, L̂ > 0, and Â > 0.295

Given this condition, the three types of steady state include (i) T̂ = 0 and M̂ = 0, (ii) T̂ = 0 and296

M̂ > 0, and (iii) T̂ > 0 and M̂ > 0. We ignore type (ii) steady states because they imply that297

consumers continue to invest in maintaining a production technology (i.e. M̂ > 0) that they do298

not use (i.e. T̂ = 0). Because time allocation is parameterised in the model, this kind of steady299

state can arise under some combinations of parameter values, but it is not a realistic scenario.300

Only two of our 100 steady states based on randomly selected parameter values took this form.301

Across the 100 steady states considered, an extremely common outcome is that the system302

eventually converges on
(
K̂, L̂, T̂ , Â, M̂

)
= (1, 0, 0, 0, 0). This is the post-human state, a state in303

which the resource is present at its exogenous carrying capacity, but the consumer and everything304

associated with the consumer is extinct. The path to the post-human state, however, often305

involves some period of growth in the human population, with associated growth in production306

and technology, followed by collapse. This cycle of growth and decline can be quite tame in the307

sense that the maximum size of the human population is roughly the same order of magnitude308

as the initial population size. Fig. 2a shows an example.309

In contrast, the cycle of growth and decline can also be spectacular, with the human popu-310

lation exhibiting super-exponential growth to reach a maximum size far beyond its initial size,311

only to collapse and go extinct. To our knowledge, this is the only model of human population312

dynamics that exhibits this pattern of super-exponential growth followed by endogenous col-313

lapse. Even more surprisingly, this outcome does not necessarily occur just because parameters314

take certain values. Rather, the outcome hinges on initial conditions. Fig. 2b shows an example.315

Depending on initial conditions, the population either converges smoothly to the post-human316

state, or it exhibits a wild period in which human activity explodes super-exponentially before317

collapse and extinction.318
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Figure 2: (a) Dynamics of model exhibiting relatively tame cycles before converging to
(K̂, L̂, T̂ , Â, M̂) = (1, 0, 0, 0, 0), a state in which humans are extinct. (b) Dynamics of model ex-
hibiting extreme boom-bust cycles dependent on initial conditions. For three initial conditions,
the system grows in spectacular fashion, with human population growth (L) super-exponential
(i.e. ln(L) convex), only to collapse and converge on human extinction. For these three popu-
lations, even the resource (K) goes extinct in the simulations, although analytical results show
that this steady state would not be stable in the face of perturbations. For the remaining two
initial conditions, the system converges in a relatively modest way to a state in which humans
are extinct. Parameter values to the right. The graphs only show K and L for brevity. See
Supplementary Information (§ 3) for more detail, including the dynamics of T , A, and M .

The model also produces persistent cycles in which all the state variables are positive, but319

again this outcome exhibits a clear dependence on initial conditions. To illustrate, Fig. 3 shows320

two sets of simulations under the same parameter values. Although the parameter values are321

the same, the two graphs differ in the sense that the initial conditions are distributed around322

two different steady states associated with these parameter values. For some initial conditions,323

the system converges on stable cycles in which all variables remain positive (Fig. 3a,b). For324

other initial conditions (Fig. 3b), in contrast, the system converges quickly and smoothly to the325

post-human state in which productive consumers and their technologies are all extinct.326

Continuing in the same vein, the model also exhibits regimes of growth or decline that327

depend on initial conditions. Fig. 4a shows dynamics under a single set of parameter values, but328

with initial conditions having a profound effect. As the graph shows, one of two basic outcomes329

holds. Either the system quickly enters a state in which all state variables grow exponentially,330
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Figure 3: (a) Dynamics of model with persistent cycles in which all variables remain posi-
tive. (b) Dynamics of model with persistent cycles dependent on initial conditions. Simulated
populations can exhibit persistent cycles, but for some initial conditions the system converges
smoothly to a state in which humans are extinct. Parameter values to the right. The graphs
only show K and L for brevity. See Supplementary Information (§ 3) for more detail, including
the dynamics of T , A, and M .

or the system converges on the post-human state (Fig. 4a). The outcomes could hardly be more331

different, but the underlying mechanism is simply a matter of initial conditions.332

Finally, the model also supports dynamical regimes in which all state variables converge on333

positive values, but again initial conditions play a decisive role. Fig. 4b shows the system either334

settling on positive values for all state variables (Supplementary Figure 12) or, with the same335

parameter values but different initial conditions, a state in which humans are extinct. When336

the system converges on a state in which humans and their technologies persist in a stable337

equilibrium, this outcome only occurs after the entire system completes a number of transient338

cycles. Moreover, to repeat the common refrain, human extinction remains a possible outcome339

depending on initial conditions (Fig. 4b).340

The results above highlight two characteristics of model (2). First, the model supports many341

different dynamical regimes, including gentle convergence to a steady state, exponential growth,342

limit cycles, and transient cycles with super-exponential growth then collapse of the human343

population. Second, initial conditions routinely play a decisive role in terms of which dynamical344

regime obtains. The importance of initial conditions per se is perhaps not surprising given the345
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Figure 4: (a) Dynamics of model converging, based on initial conditions, on either exponential
growth for all variables or the extinction of humans. (b) Model dynamics exhibiting, depending
on initial conditions, one of two regimes, either transient cycles followed by positive values for
all variables or human extinction. Parameter values to the right. The graphs only show K and
L for brevity. See Supplementary Information (§ 3) for more detail, including the dynamics of
T , A, and M .

assumptions that underlie our approach to technology evolution.346

Specifically, our approach to technology evolution closely follows the spirit of Henrich’s model347

of cumulative cultural evolution [24], even if the details are entirely different. The key idea is348

that a human population represents a distributed means of storing the technological knowledge349

accumulated in the population’s cultural evolutionary past. By extension, the characteristics of350

the population must shape whether or not it can maintain and add to this knowledge. If it can,351

technology progresses, which may support human population growth and thus the potential to352

accumulate more technological knowledge. If it cannot, technology regresses, which presumably353

leads to a trajectory in the opposite direction. The dominance of initial conditions and associated354

path-dependence we routinely observe from our model is built into this key idea.355

Although the importance of initial conditions in general may not be surprising, the fact that356

extreme differences in outcomes seem to follow routinely from differences in initial conditions357

is. The selected results discussed above show that single points in parameter space routinely358

support dramatically different regimes. In an attempt to identify additional patterns, we ran359

a cluster analysis on the 69 randomly selected points in parameter space using the pvclust360
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package [44] in R. The analysis identified 13 non-degenerate clusters (supplementary materials),361

and we then inspected and characterised the dynamics across all simulations within each of these362

clusters.363

The results parallel the discussion above closely. We did not identify any clear tendency for364

a given cluster to exhibit a certain kind of dynamics. Instead, parameter combinations within365

a cluster regularly support a wide array of dynamical regimes, with the regimes that occur366

frequently a matter of initial conditions. This finding is, of course, consistent with the tendency367

for single points in parameter space to support multiple dynamical regimes. That said, one368

common theme is evident. All 13 clusters seem to support dynamics leading to the post-human369

state in which only the resource remains. This implies a surprising fragility in the system. If370

we interpret parameter values as the fundamentals of the human society, so to speak, our model371

suggests that the potential for societal collapse is generally present in a way that is largely372

independent of the fundamentals. This is especially surprising given that we have ignored the373

possibility that humans can degrade the resource’s environment via pollution or the exploitation374

of non-renewable resources.375

5 Additional results for reduced model with Type I functional376

response377

Finally, we consider parameter values that should be appropriate for societies with efficient378

technologies for handling resources and a highly institutionalised division of labour. In many379

contemporary industrial societies, for example, the proportion of the population actually pro-380

ducing and handling our food is small, largely because food production is an industrial process in381

which machines do much of the work. This means the average time per consumer spent handling382

resources approaches zero. Moreover, such societies often have highly developed markets and383

enforceable contracts to manage and regulate the distribution of our food with minimal conflict.384

This means the average time per consumer spent negotiating intraspecific interactions related385

to the distribution of food also approaches zero. As the average handling time and average time386

engaged in intraspecific interactions both approach zero, the functional response characteristic387

of the model by DeAngelis and colleagues [27], namely AK/(1 + χAK + ηL), takes a simplified388

form. Specifically, in the limit one can show that χ = 0 and η = 0 (Supplementary Information,389

§ 2). As a result, the functional response simply becomes AK, which is often called a “Type I”390

functional response. To reiterate the caveats discussed in § 2, we can parameterise the model in391

this way to match certain properties of contemporary industrial societies. In doing so, however,392
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we work only with population averages, and we ignore the fact that χ, η → 0 specifically because393

of the highly developed division of labour that holds in these societies [Lenton and Scheffer in394

this volume]. Intuitively, such an approach captures the average effects of a division of labour,395

but it does not represent the division of labour itself.396

To simplify model (2) further, we make three additional assumptions. First, we assume397

µ = 0.1. This assumption reflects the fact that µ captures the conversion of resource biomass398

into consumer biomass, and the energy losses along the way ensure that this conversion should399

occur at a ratio much lower than one-to-one, especially in contemporary societies. Second, we400

assume that λ1 = λ2 = 1. This assumption simply means that the total time required to401

maintain a given level of technology grows in a linear fashion (Supplementary Information, § 2).402

Intuitively, if a bow and arrow and a kayak are equally complex pieces of technology, maintaining403

both technologies requires twice as many person-hours as maintaining each on its own. Third,404

we assume that γ1 = γ2 and ψ = ω. This assumption simply means that, although A and M405

are technologies used for different activities, both are subject to the same kinds of cumulative406

cultural evolutionary processes. Thus, their dynamics work in the same way. Importantly, this407

assumption does not mean that the two types of technology must grow or decline together.408

Rather, it simply means the parameter values underlying cultural evolutionary dynamics are409

the same.410

With these assumptions in place, a simplified version of the model follows for societies with411

industrial production and an institutionalised division of labour.412

K̇ =
θK (1 + σT −K)

1 + σT
−AKL

L̇ = (0.1)(AKL)− L

Ṫ = T β (ML)1−β − ξT

Ȧ = A1−γ1Lγ1 − ψA

Ṁ = M1−γ2Lγ2 − ωM

(3)

Note that, although we retain γ2 and ω in the notation for model (3), we are assuming γ1 =413

γ2 and ψ = ω. For this model, we first examined all 144 parameter combinations based on414

θ ∈ {0.1, 10}, σ ∈ {0.1, 10}, β ∈ {0.1, 0.5, 0.9}, ξ ∈ {0.1, 10}, γ1 ∈ {0.1, 0.5, 0.9}, and ψ ∈415

{0.1, 10}. Using nleqslv, we identified 94 steady states in this parameter space. For any given416

steady state, we used deSolve to simulate dynamics from various initial conditions randomly417

distributed around the steady state. Additionally, we also simulated dynamics for each of the418
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144 points in parameter space from random initial conditions without regard for steady states.419

We include the code for both approaches as supplementary material.420

This exercise produced three conclusions. First, the model exhibits an extraordinary ten-421

dency to converge sooner or later to a state in which consumers do not exist. Sometimes the422

system moves smoothly toward such a state. Sometimes it cycles first, and sometimes it does423

so in spectacular fashion (e.g. Fig. 5a). Either way, most of the 144 parameter combinations we424

considered readily lead to the disappearance of humans.425
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Figure 5: (a) An example of model (3) exhibiting a spectacular cycle before collapse. For four of
the initial conditions shown here, the population converges smoothly on human extinction. For
one initial condition, however, the system cycles first, with extreme changes in K and L in the
process. (b) Model (3) exhibiting increasing cycles before collapse. For all five initial conditions,
the system shows cycles of increasingly large amplitude until it collapses, with humans and their
technologies extinct. Parameter values to the right. The graphs only show K and L for brevity.
See Supplementary Information (§ 3) for more detail, including the dynamics of T , A, and M .

Second, however, humans do not always disappear, and the dynamical regimes in which426

humans persist share specific features. In particular, θ is always 10, never 0.1, which means that427

the intrinsic growth potential of the resource is not too small. In addition, γ1 and γ2 are always428

0.5 or 0.9, never 0.1, which means that, in terms of maintaining and producing technology, the429

returns to human effort are also not too small. Finally, ψ and ω are always 0.1, never 10, which430

means that existing technological knowledge does not decay too fast. When these conditions431

hold, consumers may persist, but we find no evidence of a growth regime. Persistence consists of432
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simple convergence towards a steady state or perhaps some gentle cycling that diminishes over433

time.434

Finally, however, the region of parameter space in question by no means guarantees that435

consumers will persist. Fig. 5b provides a counterexample. Although the parameter values are436

consistent with regimes that sometimes lead to the persistence of humans, all initial conditions437

in Fig. 5b lead to moderate cycling at first. Cycles, however, increase in amplitude until the438

nadirs of the cycles start to flirt with extinctions in L. As cycles continue to grow, humans439

eventually go extinct.440

6 Discussion441

Our model attempts to bridge the strange and regrettable gap between theoretical ecology and442

economic growth theory, a gap that mirrors the equally strange and regrettable gap between443

population biology and economics more broadly. To try and bridge this gap, our model combines444

multiple ideas, some of which are common in one field but rare in the other. First, atypical in445

economic growth theory but typical in theoretical ecology, we tie the dynamics of the consumer446

population directly to resources consumed. Although this basic idea seems obvious from a bio-447

logical perspective, economic growth theory has a long tradition of simply positing that human448

population growth is exogenous and thus exponential [45]. Perhaps this is simply a convenient449

simplification for modelling societies that have escaped the Malthusian trap by transitioning450

to low fertility. Nonetheless, the difficulty with models of exogenous growth is that, once they451

start to go wrong, they go really wrong really fast. In any case, more recent work in economic452

growth theory has abandoned the traditional approach. Economic growth theorists and human453

evolutionary ecologists alike have addressed the linked dynamics of humans and the resources454

upon which humans depend. Much of this work has focused on the all-important distinction455

between increasing resources that are transformed into an increasingly large human population456

versus increasing resources that are transformed into an increasingly wealthy human population457

[26, 46–51].458

Second, atypical in theoretical ecology but typical in economic growth theory, we assume that459

the consumer produces resources with a technology that evolves endogenously [52]. Technology460

transforms inputs, one of which is human effort, into outputs. Technological progress means461

more output for the same input, and an important finding from growth theory is that sustained462

economic growth requires technological progress [53, 54]. This claim pertains to production463

technology (e.g. M), not consumption technology (e.g. A), and our results are broadly consistent464
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with the same idea. Although our model does not seem to generate sustained growth readily,465

when it does, sustained progress in the production technology occurs in parallel (Supplementary466

Information, § 3). Interestingly, the consumption technology also progresses steadily in these467

cases. This means that, when sustained growth happens, the consumer is getting better at both468

producing and consuming the resource.469

Third, atypical in economic growth theory but typical in a sense in theoretical ecology, we470

assume that the consumer consumes the resource with a technology that evolves endogenously.471

Interestingly, production technology gets all the attention in economic growth theory; technology472

transforms resources and labour into new resources via production. The field tends to assume,473

often tacitly, that consumption does not require technology, but of course this is incorrect. The474

evolution of consumption technology has a vastly longer history than the evolution of production475

technology. Humans have been developing technologies to transform resources and labour into476

new resources for maybe 10,000 years as domestication began to evolve in the early Holocene477

[55, 56]. In contrast, we have been developing technologies to transform labour into consuming478

resources, resources whose existence we did not contribute to directly, for much longer. The479

earliest stone tools date to three million years ago, and these tools were widespread in Eurasia by480

two million years ago (Richerson et al., this volume). Population biology implicitly recognises the481

importance of consumption technology in the sense that the field has a long tradition of studying482

coevolution between predators and their prey [57–59]. Although we may not traditionally think483

of predator evolution in such systems as examples of technology evolution, they are. The use of484

the word “technology” may only seem unusual because we tend to reserve the word for humans.485

What is unusual is that we combine the idea of a resource-producing consumer with the486

consumer’s reliance on multiple forms of technology subject to cumulative cultural evolution.487

Specifically, we assume that any given technology is essentially distributed know-how based on488

the unusual propensity humans have for social learning. As a technology progresses, it consists of489

an increasing amount of knowledge that is more widely distributed across the human population.490

At some point, a technology becomes sufficiently advanced and complex that individuals must491

specialise; the aggregate far exceeds what any single individual can master. Technology in this492

case becomes a truly collective phenomenon, and even the most talented of individuals may493

know only a tiny fraction of what the collective knows.494

Crucially, this kind of technology evolution involves some special properties. As a collective495

phenomenon, technology requires collective maintenance [24]. Moreover, as technology pro-496

gresses, the collective requirements in terms of maintaining the technology increase in tandem.497

If the collective investment in maintenance is not sufficient, technology not only fails to progress;498
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it regresses. Consequently, for societies with advanced technologies, technology can regress even499

if the population is relatively large [25]. This idea represents a key distinction between our ap-500

proach and approaches in economic growth theory. Although many models in economic growth501

theory also posit a positive relationship between technological growth and human population502

size [60, 61], they do not typically assume that technological regression can occur in a way that503

depends jointly on both the population size and the current degree of technological complexity504

(Fig. 1).505

All in all, what does this interdisciplinary constellation of ideas suggest about cultural evo-506

lution and a sustainable human future? We would like to offer three qualitative findings. First,507

our model exhibits an exceedingly diverse range of dynamics that includes smooth convergence508

to steady states, transient cycles, apparent limit cycles, and stable growth regimes. Some of509

these dynamical regimes resemble the super-exponential growth that humans have exhibited so510

far in the Holocene and Anthropocene [62]. Second, dynamics are routinely path-dependent. For511

a given combination of parameter values, depending on initial conditions, the system can grow512

indefinitely or collapse. It can converge on the post-human state or cycle before converging on a513

steady state in which humans persist. It can converge on limit cycles or the post-human state.514

Routine path-dependence, of course, undercuts the notion of economic fundamentals and their515

supposed effects on growth and prosperity [63]. Moreover, humans with a capacity for accumu-516

lating advanced technologies have existed for eight glacial/inter-glacial cycles, each of roughly517

100,000 years. Perhaps the Holocene’s trademark shift to resource-producing consumption was518

possible in previous inter-glacials, but initial conditions were only appropriate in the Holocene.519

Third, the system demonstrates a basic instability. It supports a wide range of dynamical520

regimes in which humans disappear sooner or later. Sometimes the disappearance of humans521

is a gentle process. Sometimes it is exactly the opposite, even to the extent that the human522

population can grow super-exponentially before collapse. To our knowledge, our model is the523

only one to date that supports such a regime. Other models that also consider technological524

progress support super-exponential growth in the human population [64–67]. Instead of collapse,525

however, the human population reaches infinity in finite time, an obviously impossible scenario.526

We would summarise this instability as follows. When resource-producing consumers excel at527

social learning and cumulative cultural evolution, the result is a kind of fragility in which the528

resource-producing consumer generates its own extinction under a wide range of conditions.529

This remains true even with endogenous technology dynamics and no fundamental limit to the530

system. Importantly, this does not mean that the resource-producing consumer does not enjoy531

periods of success. Quite the opposite, they can be wildly productive with explosive growth532
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before collapse. Moreover, long-run growth regimes are possible. They seem, however, to occur533

under a relatively narrow range of conditions.534

Importantly, any model of large-scale human systems in an exercise in presumption. All535

models leave out details, which is part of their appeal, but the problems this can create may be536

especially serious for models of the sort we present here. Tractability requires compromise, and537

the compromises are potentially extreme when thinking about human populations and economies538

over extended time scales. We would like to close by discussing some of our results in light of539

the compromises we made. First, as discussed, consumers in our model do not optimise, not540

even in some crude approximate sense. The time per capita invested in each activity related to541

the consumption and production of resources is fixed. Agents cannot adjust their behaviour in542

response to changes in the relative benefits of these activities. Our intuition is that a model that543

would allow such adjustments would attenuate the instabilities we find with our model. That544

said, empirical evidence shows that people are not especially good at making smart choices for545

the future [14, 15].546

In any case, by fixing time allocation, we can consider different combinations of parameter547

values that we think represent different periods of human history, but we cannot capture the548

endogenous transition between major periods [Lima et al. in this volume]. In spite of this549

limitation, we can in principle ask the following question. Given present conditions as a starting550

point, can a strategically selected set of parameter values put us on a sustainable trajectory?551

The challenges with this question, however, are legion. The model leaves out much of what552

surely matters [Lenton and Scheffer in this volume], and evaluating the model is difficult against553

the single observation that human history represents. Moreover, human societies in the past554

have routinely suffered random shocks. When coupled with the sensitivity to initial conditions555

routinely on display here, the model’s predictive value may be limited, especially over time scales556

shorter than those associated with the model’s tendency to transition to the post-human state.557

Finally, consumers in our model can improve the environment for the resource species without558

limit, but they cannot degrade this environment. Given that we ignore environmental degra-559

dation, the propensity for collapse our model exhibits is especially surprising. Our intuition is560

that including environmental degradation would exacerbate this propensity. The upshot is that,561

when consumption and production technologies are both subject to cumulative cultural evolu-562

tion in a system with no fundamental limit, even our collective ingenuity can lead to a fragile563

future. Despite the model’s limitations, this result effectively turns the technological-optimist’s564

perspective on its head.565
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